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NUCLEAR CONCERNS: But we are smarter than the
Japanese and CANDUs are better?

fundytides.blogspot.com/2011/04/nuclear-concerns-but-we-are-smarter.html

 

As the tragedy deepens in Japan, the impacts

begin to spread around the world as the links

below attest ... But I still hear people saying we

are better, ours is safer, it's about the jobs ...

While the earth moves closer and closer to the

brink we will "fiddle while the earth burns."

 

It appears that locals are buying dulse to make

sure their thyroids are are well stocked with

iodine. Yet ... records show that local seaweeds

take up the dreaded radioactive iodine-137. Are

you folks really sure that you are not ingesting

radioactive dulse? Really? It's important. Do

you really know?

 

Look at the results for milk below. It's not funny. And then there is the water leak at

Pickering ... another no big deal really! More on that here ...

 
Art

****************

 
Japan Nuclear Radiation In Hawaii Milk 2033% Above Federal Drinking Water Limits

:theintelhub.com

 
New EPA milk samples in Hawaii show radiation in milk at 800% above limits for C-134,

633% above limits for C-137 and 600% above EPA maximum for I-131 for a total of 2033%,

or 20.33 times, above the federal drinking water limits.

 
Japan Mulls Raising Nuclear Accident Severity Level To Highest -Kyodo -

WSJ.comonline.wsj.com

 
Japan Crisis Intensifies Doubts on Turning Plutonium Into Mox Fuel www.nytimes.com

 
The nuclear crisis in Japan has intensified a conflict over a project to turn weapons-grade

plutonium into a commercial fuel called mixed oxide, or mox.

New radiation highs in Little Rock

milk. http://blogs.forbes.com/jeffmcmahon/2011/04/10/epa-new-radiation-highs-in-little-

rock-milk-philadelphia-drinking-water/

Image via Wikipedia
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RADIATION: Another "couldn't happen" happens in BC
fundytides.blogspot.com/2011/04/radiation-another-couldnt-happen.html

 

Some may remember my posts about iodine-

131 in dulse in the Bay of Fundy. Four points: 1.

It can and probably has happened here in NB.

2. The "half-life" is the time (8days) it takes to

lose half its radioactivity. BUT it takes another

8 days to lose half of the remaining half and so

on and so on. 3. The danger comes from the

initial level (concentration) that is taken up by

the seaweed. 4. Most radionuclides become

deadly when ingested, particularly i-131 which

concentrates in the thyroid.

And the officials continue to say the Japan nuclear disaster will not impact their plans for

Lepreau.

 

My thoughts this morning.

Art

******************************

 
Radioactive material found in B.C. seaweed and rainwater

Andrea Stockton, staff writer, The Weather Network

March 29, 2011 — Samples taken from rainwater and seaweed in B.C. show low levels of

radiation from the damaged nuclear reactor in Japan.

A research team at Simon Fraser University (SFU) in B.C. say there has been a slight increase

in radioactive material in samples of seaweed and rainwater on the west coast.

The rainwater was collected from the campus on Burnaby Mountain and the seaweed was

taken near the SeaBus Terminal in North Vancouver. In a news release from SFU, scientists

said the radiation from Japan's damaged nuclear reactor was carried by the jet stream and is

mixing with sea water and accumulating in seaweed. The same material was detected on

March 19, 20 and 25.

Although the team has detected an increase in iodine-131, which is sent into the atmosphere

after a nuclear fission, health officials continue to stress that the levels are extremely low and

are not a current threat to humans. Iodine-131 has a half life of eight days, so officials say it
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has a very rapid decay. It is usually used in the medical and pharmaceutical industries.

Since March 11, when the 9.0 magnitude earthquake and following tsunami devastated

Japan, it has been a struggle to cool the Fukushima nuclear plant. Scientists predict that

iodine-131 will be detected in B.C. for three to four weeks after the Fukushima reactor

completely stops releasing radioactivity into the atmosphere.

With files from The Canadian Press and The Vancouver Sun
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